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Abstract
Research from communication science has shown that stereotypical ideas are often reflected in language use. Media coverage of different
groups in society influences the perception people have about these groups and even increases distrust and polarization among different
groups. Investigating the forms of (especially subtle) stereotyping can raise awareness to journalists and help prevent reinforcing
oppositions between groups in society. Conducting large-scale, deep investigations to determine whether we are faced with stereotyping
is time-consuming and costly. We propose to tackle this challenges through the means of microportraits: an impression of a target group
or individual conveyed in a single text. We introduce the first system implementation for Dutch and show that microportraits allow
social scientists to explore various dimensions of stereotyping. We explore the possibilities provided by microportraits by investigating
stereotyping of Muslims in the Dutch media. Our (preliminary) results show that microportraits provide more detailed insights into
stereotyping compared to more basic models such as word clouds.

Keywords: stereotyping, digital social science, text analysis

1. Introduction

Research in social sciences and computational linguistics
shows that language use plays a crucial role in creating
stereotypes about social categories (like Muslims). Sev-
eral fields within Social Sciences have studied how stereo-
typic beliefs are reflected in language and consequently be-
come shared knowledge (Ruscher et al., 2005; Klein et al.,
2008; Beukeboom, 2014, among others). These studies
show that people (unconsciously) express stereotypic be-
liefs they hold about described individuals or groups in both
linguistic content (what information is provided) and form.
Computational linguistic studies show that language mod-
els learned from corpora reflect such human bias, including
stereotypes (Caliskan et al., 2017, e.g.).
Insights from computational linguistics and communication
science are complementary. Distributional semantic mod-
els applying purely mathematical models to large corpora
of text reveal that biases are present in the texts. Yet, these
abstract language models do not provide means to reveal
how bias is expressed in language exactly. Social science
studies fill this gap, for example by studying the frames that
media use in their coverage (Entman, 1993). These studies,
however, only cover limited sets of data as they often rely
on experimentally manipulated sentences or manual anno-
tation to study biased language use. Moreover, the need for
double-blind annotations on each new set under investiga-
tion makes it challenging to study the expression of stereo-
types over time and across a high variety of sources. Au-
tomatic approaches that can help tackle this problem can
therefore greatly enhance the possibility of investigating
stereotyping in natural language. Previous work has shown
that NLP can be used to identify various forms of fram-
ing (Card et al., 2016). These general classifiers perform
deeper insight than pure distributional models, but still do
not provide the means to look at the more subtle aspects of

stereotyping.
This paper introduces a method that allows for stereotype
detection in natural language by means of microportraits.
A microportrait is the collection of descriptions that a single
text provides on a given entity or event. We can investigate
stereotyping by targeting information about individuals or
groups. A microportrait of a person, for instance, combines
the labels used to refer to them, the characteristics assigned
to them and the roles they played in various events. We pro-
vide the first implementation of microportrait extraction for
Dutch and use this to investigate stereotyping of Muslims
in the Dutch media.
The contributions of this paper are the following:

1. We introduce the notion of microportraits and outline
how they can be used to investigate expressions of
stereotypes in texts.

2. We provide the first implementation for ‘vanilla’ mi-
croportrait extraction for Dutch. This implementation
is open source.

3. We analyze a corpus of microportraits around the
Dutch election time and share the first observations
from this study

Even though results on the quality of the microportraits
themselves are preliminary, the outcome of our study in-
dicates that microportraits can lead to deeper insight into
stereotypical descriptions compared to more basic methods
such as LDA. We therefore conclude that microportrait ex-
traction is a valuable new task in NLP with large potential
in interdisciplinary research.
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides
background information on stereotyping in general, recent
advances in stereotyping of Muslims and related work in
NLP. We introduce microportraits and outline the proposed
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method for studying stereotyping in Section 3. In Section 4,
we describe the pilot study. The initial evaluation and first
steps towards a proper evaluation set are described in Sec-
tion 5. Sections 6 and 7 provide our discussion and conclu-
sion.

2. Background and Related Work
In this section, we outline related work. We first provide
an overview of the ways in which stereotypes can be ex-
pressed in language in Subsection 21. We then address re-
lated work in NLP in Subsection 22. This section ends with
an overview of previous findings concerning stereotyping
of Muslims in the media.

2.1. Linguistic cues for stereotyping
There is a wide range of literature on stereotyping and bi-
ased language use, hence a full overview is beyond the
scope of this paper. Instead, we provide an overview of
the principle observations and dimensions as outlined by
Beukeboom and Burgers (2017).
Following Beukeboom and Burgers (2017)’s Social Cat-
egories and Stereotypes Communication (SCSC) frame-
work, we distinguish aspects of stereotyping along two di-
mensions: the first dimension looks at labels that are used
to refer to groups or individuals as well as characteristics
and behaviors of these groups and individuals. Second, for
both of these aspects it holds that stereotyping can be ex-
pressed through the content and through the form of an
expression or, in other words, through the frames used.

2.1.1. Bias in labels
The bias in label content is reflected in terminological
choices which can be neutral terms (e.g., ‘refugees’) or
terms with a negative connotation (e.g., ‘fortune-seekers’,
‘aliens’). Bias in label form is observed in at least two
ways. First, noun labels, compared to adjectival descrip-
tions, are more strongly associated with stereotypic infer-
ences. For instance, when a person is described as ‘a Jew’,
this is more defining and recipients tend to more strongly
expect stereotypical Jewish habits. Adjectival references in
contrast (i.e., ‘Jewish’), are seen as just one characteristic
that is less profound and immutable (Carnaghi et al., 2008).
Second, labels can be expressed in more generic or more
specific form. Here we distinguish generic labels (Mus-
lims are..) from subsets (some Muslims are...), subtypes
(fundamental Muslims are..) and individuals (my Muslim
neighbor is..). Statements that make use of generic la-
bels play an important role in transferring category knowl-
edge (Cimpian and Markman, 2008; Gelman, 1988) and
can therefore be particularly influential in spreading stereo-
types.

2.1.2. Bias in describing characteristics and behavior
In describing characteristics and behavior, bias is mainly
observed in the selection of information. Characteristics
and behaviors are more likely mentioned when they fit
the existing stereotype (Klein et al., 2008, among others).
This tendency has a reinforcing effect. When people are
more frequently exposed to stereotype-congruent informa-
tion, this leads to a continuous confirmation of existing

(negative) stereotypic associations, as has for instance been
shown for negative news concerning immigrants (Schemer,
2012). At the same time, there can be opposing movements
where counter-stereotypical information is provided, for in-
stance because it is socially unacceptable to express preju-
diced stereotypic beliefs (Ruscher et al., 2005). However,
this does not necessarily disconfirm the stereotype. It de-
pends on the form on which this information is delivered.
Research on linguistic form shows that stereotype incon-
gruent information is often formulated differently than in-
formation that is congruent with an existing stereotype
(Beukeboom, 2014). Research on the Linguistic Inter-
group Bias (Maass et al., 1995; Wigboldus et al., 2000)
shows that stereotype-congruent behavior is more likely to
be described in terms of enduring personality traits (e.g.,
the woman is emotional), but more behavioral and con-
crete when it is stereotype-incongruent (e.g., the man is
crying). Similarly, the Stereotypic Explanatory Bias shows
that stereotype-incongruent behaviors are more often ex-
plained (Hammer and Ruscher, 1997). And the Negation
Bias shows that stereotype-incongruent information is more
likely described with a negation that simultaneously in-
troduces a stereotype congruent term (e.g., using ‘not op-
pressed’ to describe female Muslims rather than ‘indepen-
dent’ or ‘free’) (Beukeboom et al., 2010). With these biases
stereotype incongruent behaviors are framed as unexpected
one-time events.
We are not aware of any NLP approach that aimed to specif-
ically study the above described biases, yet there are pre-
vious approaches that addressed identifying stereotyping.
The following subsection will outline this related work in
NLP and explain how microportrait extraction provides a
next step.

2.2. Stereotyping in NLP
Using NLP to identify issues of stereotyping is still a rela-
tively unexplored field. Nevertheless, recent studies have
addressed various aspects of this topic. We distinguish
three related themes: 1) studies that investigate how biases
and stereotypes are reflected in language models, among
others searching for approaches to avoid that such conno-
tations are reflected by algorithms applying these language
models, 2) studies that aim to identify offensive or stereo-
typical language use and 3) studies that develop software to
study how stereotyping is reflected in language.
Most studies fall in the first category. Howard and Boren-
stein (2017) provide an overview of ways in which our bi-
ases are reflected in machine learning algorithms. Notably,
Caliskan et al. (2017) show that human biases are reflected
in distributional models for both ‘morally neutral’ concepts
such as flowers and insects as well as concepts where this is
problematic such as gender and race (Caliskan et al., 2017).
The same insights with regards to gender bias had previ-
ously been made by Bolukbasi et al. (2016), who also pro-
pose a method for ‘fixing’ this bias.
Binns et al. (2017)’s title refers to the observation of bots
taking over bad language. They build a classifier aiming to
detect when language is offensive. A similar approach is
found in the research of Tulkens et al. (2016) which aims
to detect racist discourse. Both studies reveal the challenge
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involved in creating a gold standard for such studies due
to the subjective nature of determining when a statement is
crossing the line.
Related work that studies bias in linguistic expressions di-
rectly, and is therefore closest related to this research, in-
cludes van Miltenburg (2016) and van Miltenburg et al.
(2016). Their studies show that image descriptions include
cultural biases (e.g., people will describe a child as “black”
or “Asian”, but white children are simply “a child”) and a
tendency to use negation to indicate that something is dif-
ferent from what is expected (e.g., a man without shirt).
Joseph et al. (2017) investigate to what extent we can ob-
serve stereotyping in Twitter, distinguishing between affec-
tive stereotyping and semantic stereotyping, where the for-
mer refers to the feeling we associate with a label and the
later refers to other associations (such as the activities as-
sociated with a specific profession).
The main difference between the studies mentioned above
and the approach proposed in this paper is that micropor-
traits aim to reflect the story that is being told of a single
entity or group with a single article. By extracting these sto-
ries on a large scale, we can then look for patterns and see
e.g., how a specific group is portrayed in the media. From
this point of view, the study that is probably closest related
to this work is Card et al. (2016) who study frame detec-
tion through persona description, showing that extracting
small stories around persona provides useful information
in detecting frames annotated in the Media Frames Corpus
(Card, Dallas and Boydstun, Amber E and Gross, Justin H
and Resnik, Philip and Smith, Noah A, 2015), (Card et al.,
2015). Their approach combines syntactic relations and la-
bels applying a Dirichlet process and using the outcome in
a Bayes model for identifying frames. Our study mainly
differs from this approach in that it offers the patterns of
co-occurring descriptions directly to social scientists rather
than offering potentially identified frames. As such, our
approach stimulates bottom-up investigation of expressed
stereotypes and can be seen as complementary to the work
by Card et al. (2016). The outcome provides the possibility
of going beyond simple choices between labels and prop-
erties, but also allows researchers to investigate how labels,
properties and roles relate to each other. We will explain
the idea behind the model in more detail in Section 3.1.

2.3. Muslim Stereotyping in the media
The process of ‘media logic’ influences the way in which
the public debate as found in the media is held. With more
and more people turning to commercial news outlets and
social media for their information (Sonck and de Haan,
2015), the debate is increasingly dominated by entertain-
ment and simplification, focusing on conflict and persons
(Welbers et al., 2015). Such news coverage leads to a higher
level of (political) cynicism among the general public (Cap-
pella and Jamieson, 1996; Wolfsfeld, 2011). Populist par-
ties use these feelings of unease among the public with one-
liners that fit well into the media logic of the media. As a
consequence, negative stereotypes and prejudice can take
hold of the public which may very well harm relations be-
tween communities and provoke societal conflict (Rehman,
2007).

In the United States, discrimination toward Arab Muslims
increased after September 11th, 2001 (Sheridan, 2006).
Stereotypes, prejudice, and discrimination toward Arab
Muslims increased even further in the wake of international
terrorism by extremist groups who claimed to have ties
to Islam (e.g., ISIS). This is also true for the Netherlands
(Adriaansen et al., 2010; Ruigrok et al., 2017b).
Two common components of the Arab Muslim male stereo-
type are (i) that Arab Muslims are part of the out-group
(Saeed, 2007), and (ii) that they are angry, violent, and of-
ten terrorists, personified by images of Osama bin Laden
(Jackson, 2010). Muslims are presented as terrorists 81% of
the time on television (Dixon and Williams, 2015). Many
individuals report being afraid of Muslim and/or Arab men,
often because they are perceived as violent and a threat
to America (Gottschalk and Greenberg, 2008; Sides and
Gross, 2013). Muslim women, on the other hand, are
stereotyped as oppressed (Stadlbauer, 2012). Specifically,
many inhabitants of non-Muslim countries believe that the
veil of Muslim women (e.g., hijab, niqab, and burqa) is a
representation of oppression (Wagner et al., 2012).

3. Introducing Microportrait Extraction
The goal of this section is to introduce microportrait extrac-
tion as an NLP task. After defining what microportaits are,
we explain how they can be used to study stereotyping in
Section 31). We then describe the first implementation of
microprotrait extraction (Section 32).

3.1. Microportraits and Stereotypes
Microportraits are designed to study framing and stereotyp-
ing. The idea is that by exploring how specific people are
described on a large scale, researchers can identify common
patterns in descriptions of people who share certain charac-
teristics. For the use case in this paper, for instance, we
explored how people that are explicitly labeled as “Dutch”
or “Muslim” are described in Dutch media. The basic units
of a microportraits are descriptions. A description can be
a label assigned to an entity, a property assigned to them
or a role they play in a specific event. For instance, the
expression the pious Muslim smiled contains the following
three descriptions: the label Muslim, the property pious and
the agent or arg0 role in smiling. The microportrait of a
person is the collection of all descriptions of this person
within a single article. Table 1 illustrates the microportraits
for the referents of Muslim and John in the snippet the pious
Muslim smiled when John waved at him. All descriptions
related to the same referent share the same identifier (do-
cIdt2 for the Muslim and docId3 for John in Table 1).
When applied to large volumes of text, researchers can use
microportraits to identify which labels, properties and ac-
tivities tend to co-occur and what choices writers make
when describing a person. For instance, do they choose to
indicate that someone belongs to a religious group by using
a property (a Muslim man) or a label (a Muslim)? What
other properties and labels are used when talking to indi-
viduals from this group? Do certain sources talk in terms of
“us” and “them”? When do writers feel inclined to make a
specific origin, religious background, hobby or some other
feature (such as looks or achievements) explicit?
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identifier relation label
docIdt2 label Muslim
docIdt2 property pious
docIdt2 arg0 smile
docIdt2 arg2 wave
docIdt2 label him
docIdt3 label John
docIdt3 arg0 wave

Table 1: Illustration of microportrait

More subtle forms of stereotyping can be identified by in-
vestigating how descriptions of groups differ when talk-
ing about a specific theme. Do people from certain back-
grounds easily receive labels such as thief, criminal and
perpetrator (asserting involvement and making it part of
their being) whereas others are suspect of, e.g. stealing
(leaving the option of innocence open and highlighting
(possibly incidental) behavior)? This can be investigated
by searching for descriptions related to a specific topic and
investigating how various groups are described in relation
to them. A mixed approach would start by a bottom-up ap-
proach to identify typical labels, properties and roles and
then using the outcome in a top-down study for examining
details in choices of representation.
Microportraits provide profiles of people, groups and other
entities within a document. Without prior knowledge of
the stereotypical traits associated with a group, a microp-
ortrait in isolation cannot provide insight in stereotyping.
It can also not be used to identify the emergence of new
biases that may influence the stereotypical views in soci-
ety. By investigating patterns in microportraits extracted
from a large corpus, we can however identify biases in the
kind of information provided when specific groups are de-
scribed (stereotypical content) and whether there are differ-
ences in how this group is presented (stereotype reflection
in form). Microportraits can be used to investigate several
dimensions of stereotypes depending of whether one takes
a bottom-up approach, a top-down approach or a mixture
of the two.
The bottom-up approach is the most straight-forward way
of studying stereotyping through microportraits. It can be
applied by simply calculating the Pointwise-Mutual Infor-
mation score of descriptions that co-occur in the same mi-
croportrait. We can use the outcome of these calculations to
see, for instance, which descriptions are typically used for
Muslims and how they compare to descriptions typically
used for other groups.

3.2. Microportrait extraction
We have implemented a first version for extracting micro-
portraits from Dutch news and applied this to study iden-
tify how Dutch media talk about Muslims and immigrants
from Muslim countries compared to how they talk about
Dutch people. This subsection describes the current imple-
mentation of our system for Dutch microportrait extraction,
which combines syntactic patterns with entity coreference
resolution. Because it does not provide the deeper seman-
tic interpretation provided by semantic roles yet, we refer

to the microportraits coming out of the current implemen-
tation as vanilla microportraits.
We use a small pipeline that forms a subpart of the pipeline
for event extraction developed as part of the larger News-
Reader (Vossen et al., 2016) and BiographyNet (Fokkens
et al., 2017) pipelines for event extraction. The pipline in-
cludes the Alpino parser for dependency parsing (Bouma et
al., 2001) and the ixa-pipe named entity recognizer (Agerri
and Rigau, 2016). Both modules are run using a wrap-
per that provides output in the NLP Annotation Format
(Fokkens et al., 2014a, NAF).1 We implemented a new sys-
tem for Dutch coreference resolution, based on the Stanford
multisieve-entity coreference resolution approach (Lee et
al., 2013) that applies coreference resolution on top of this
small pipeline.2

In the first step, we extract descriptions at a sentence
level. We start by taking nouns as labels and then identify
their properties by extracting their modifiers and attributes
through copula constructions using the dependency struc-
ture. We also use syntactic dependencies to identify the
‘roles’ an entity plays. Alpino outputs ‘deep’ dependencies
that indicate that the subject of a passive sentence has an
object relation with the main verb. We take the simplified
assumption that (deep) subjects are agents, (deep) objects
are patients and (deep) indirect objects recipients. Preposi-
tional complements receive the label prep-role, where prep
corresponds to the surface form of the preposition. In the
ideal form, the roles in microportraits would consist of se-
mantic roles, but the only open source semantic role labeler
for Dutch we are aware of yielded worse results than our
current patterns on a development set.
The outcome of this step yields so-called ‘nano-portraits’,
which are descriptions related to an entity within a clause.
In the second step, we combine the nano-portraits related to
the same entity using the output of the coreference resolu-
tion module. This results in collections of descriptions re-
lated to the same referent within a document: the so-called
‘vanilla microportrait’. The next section will explain how
we used automatically extracted vanilla microportraits in
order to investigate whether Muslims are stereotyped in a
discriminatory manner in Dutch media.

4. Muslims in Dutch News
In this section, we describe the outcome of a pilot study
using microportrait extraction for identifying stereotyping
of Muslims. The outcome of this study was used to shed
light on how Dutch media talked about Muslims in political
news during election time. From a computational linguis-
tics point of view, this study serves the purpose of exploring
what microportraits have to offer for this type of investiga-
tion. In particular, we explore whether they allow commu-
nication scientists to go beyond methods that are commonly
used, such as word clouds based on Tf-idf scores.

1This Alpino wrapper is available at: https:
//github.com/cltl/morphosyntactic_parser_nl
and the IXA-named-entity recognizer at https://github.
com/ixa-ehu/ixa-pipe-nerc.

2The implementation is available under the Apache license un-
der: https://github.com/antske/coref_draft
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Dutch Muslims
labels and famous, average, radical, moderate,
properties Dutch origin, fast, conservative, Sunni

beautiful, free extremist, pious
roles (agent) take, miss, win, break, insult, convert, adhere,

drive, make, score rape, murder, extinct

Table 2: English translation of most typical descriptions

4.1. Method
We collected news articles from national daily newspa-
pers, online newsites and news blogs from the period from
September 5th up until March 15th 2017. This resulted in
a total of 622,480 articles. The use case focuses on arti-
cles that address politics in election time. We therefore ex-
tracted articles about politics that appeared in the period
from January first to March 15th 2017, covering the elec-
tion day for the Dutch parliament and 2.5 months leading
up to it, from this set. We consider an article to be about
politics when it explicitly mentions one of the political par-
ties or one of its prominent members or a member of the
parliament or government. This resulted in a selection of
15,573 articles.
In this set of political articles, we compare which words, la-
bels, properties or roles occur typically with people labeled
as Dutch and which are typical for people labeled as Mus-
lim. We investigate both the full set of news articles as well
as the subset mentioning politicians or political parties.3

We use two approaches: first, we use Latent Dirichlet Anal-
ysis (LDA) in order to identify which words typically occur
in articles referring to Dutch people, Muslims or both. In
the next step, we extracted microportraits from these texts
in order to identify what was said about Muslims and Dutch
people, respectively, on a more fine-grained level. We in-
vestigated the most typical labels and properties as well as
the most typical roles.

4.2. Analysis
The outcome of the exploratory study using LDA reveals
that articles that only refer to Dutch people are mainly
about (winning) sports, the most typical words in news arti-
cles about Muslims are aanslag “assault”, president (idem)
and amerikaanse “American”, due to the discussion about
Trump’s proposal to refuse Muslims from certain coun-
tries entrance to the United States. Articles that mentioned
both “Muslims” and “Dutch” seem mainly to be directly re-
lated to the elections, society and integration (with typical
words such as stemmen “vote”, integratie “integration” and
democratie “democracy”).
The results obtained through microportrait extration are
presented in Table 2. The table provides English transla-
tions of the labels, properties and roles most typically men-
tioned when Dutch articles explicitly talk about Dutch peo-
ple or Muslims.
The terms in Table 2 indicate a shocking difference in the
way media portray Muslims. However, this list is still anec-
dotal. In order to gain further insight into whether Dutch

3This research is also reported (in Dutch) in Ruigrok et
al. (2017a). More details can be found at https://www.
microportretten.nl.

Dutch Muslim
label 0.0000 -0.020
property 0.050 -0.073
roles 0.008 -0.140

Table 3: Positive/Negative reporting

people are indeed generally portrayed positively whereas
Muslims are portrayed negatively, we let four student as-
sistants annotate descriptions indicating whether they pro-
vided a positive or negative picture of the person being de-
scribed. The most frequent descriptions from our corpus
were presented out of context (so that annotators did not
know whether they applied to Muslims, Dutch people or
neither) and annotated independently by at least two anno-
tators each. We then assigned negative scores (-1) to de-
scriptions annotated as negative and positive scores (+1) to
descriptions labeled as positive in our microportraits. The
results are presented in Table 3. For all three categories, re-
sults indicate that people labeled as ‘Muslim’ are described
more negatively than people called ‘Dutch’. Where the for-
mer are on average portrayed (slightly) negatively, descrip-
tions associated with Dutch people are neutral to positive.
Results are significant for all three categories.

5. Initial Validation and Annotations
In this section we present our validation steps and the first
steps towards creating a gold standard for evaluation.

5.1. Validation
We performed an initial validation of the method by check-
ing the precision 1,058 descriptions from randomly se-
lected articles. Manual inspection revealed that 98.1% of
the descriptions were correctly extracted from the text. Fur-
thermore, 87.2% of the descriptions was placed into the
correct microportrait. These results seems suspiciously
high, but this is mainly due to the the far majority of de-
scriptions being expressed by basic substructures in a sen-
tence that the Alpino parser analyzes correctly despite pos-
sibly making errors in more complex parts of the sentence.
The high result of the validation of the placement in the cor-
rect microportrait is high, because assignments are partially
due to local structures (such as the adjective modifying a
noun or a predicative structure).
Most mistakes we found in detecting descriptions occurred
in long sentences. There is no reason to assume that jour-
nalists use longer sentences when talking about Dutch peo-
ple or Muslims. We can therefore expect errors to be
equally distributed over the two classes and there are cur-
rently no indications of our approach leading to a bias in
the overall outcome.
The validation looks promising, but a more detailed and
solid evaluation of the method is necessary. We are cur-
rently in the process of creating gold standard data. The
current status of this gold standard is described in the com-
ing subsection.

5.2. Annotation Instructions
In order to provide a better evaluation, a gold standard eval-
uation set is currently under development. As is common
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for new complex annotation tasks, annotations are carried
out in multiple rounds leading to updates in the annotation
guidelines. Annotators used the following procedure:

• mark all labels used to refer to an entity

• mark all modifiers of each label as ‘property’

• connect each property to the appropriate label

• mark all activities and connect them to the appropri-
ate label, indicating whether the label plays the role of
‘agent’,‘patient’ or some other role

• connect all labels referring to the same entity to the
same external identifier

During the first annotation cycle, annotators were instructed
to annotate all microportraits occurring in the text. This
resulted in low inter agreement scores. The main reason
for these low scores were that annotators found it difficult
to annotate the full text. Even after an additional revision
round, annotations were incomplete and which annotations
were missing differed from one annotator to another. We
therefore launched a second cycle in which annotators only
annotated the full microportrait if it contained a label or
property from a predefined set (including the Dutch words
for Muslim, Christian, Jewish, Belgian, German, Moroc-
can, Turkish, Dutch and derived terms). The annotations
following these new guidelines are currently ongoing.

6. Discussion
The outcome of our use case reveals that microportraits can
provide a different perspective than more basic approaches
such as LDA. In particular, our method detected severe
forms of stereotyping that remained unnoticed when look-
ing a word co-occurrence alone. It must be taken into con-
sideration, however, that the final evaluation of the technol-
ogy is ongoing. Solid evaluation in interdisciplinary studies
involves intrinsic evaluation (performance of the corefer-
ence resolution tool and microportrait extraction) and ex-
trinsic evaluation (do the mistakes made by the tools intro-
duce a bias that influences the research questions) (Fokkens
et al., 2014b). At this point, more elaborate evaluation of
the accuracy of our tools is necessary.
The high precision scores in our validation are encouraging.
As mentioned in Section 51, we did not find any indica-
tion of a bias or errors that would systematically miss (pos-
itive) descriptions of Muslims or (negative) descriptions of
Dutchmen. It is therefore unlikely that the outcome of our
pilot study is the result of a bias in the tool. An additional
indication that the results are likely to be accurate is that the
topics covered in the news during the investigated period
provide a plausible explanation. The observation that the
label ‘Dutch’ is mainly used when stressing sport achieve-
ments is in line with the outcome of the LDA investigation.
The corpus contained several articles addressing the events
of New Year’s Eve in Cologne as well as crimes committed
by ISIS which are both topics likely to contain the negative
stereotypical descriptions we identified for Muslims.
Nevertheless, the indications outlined above cannot replace
a proper evaluation: when results are checked rather than

evaluated on an independently created datasets, borderline
cases will often be considered ‘correct’ leading to higher re-
sults. Moreover, these verifications do not give insight into
the recall of the system. The correspondence between mi-
croportraits and covered topics supports our outcome, but
does not provide a guarantee. The completion of a gold
standard dataset is therefore essential for continuing this
line of research. This is ongoing work and we plan to re-
port the outcome of this evaluation in future work.

7. Conclusion
This paper introduced microportraits: the collection of all
descriptions of a single entity (a person, group, object or
event) found in a single document. We summarized insights
from communication science on how stereotypes can be re-
flected in language use and showed how microportraits can
be used to study stereotyping in text.
We implemented a basic pipeline for microportrait extrac-
tion for Dutch.4 The pipeline extracts so-called ‘vanilla mi-
croportraits’ which consist of descriptions based on syn-
tactic patterns. All tools implemented for this research are
freely available under the Apache license.
We applied this to investigate stereotyping of Muslims in
the Dutch media comparing how people or groups labeled
explicitly as ‘Dutch’ or ‘Muslim’ are described. Whereas a
basic bottom-up study using LDA mainly indicates themes
that are discussed (sports for Dutch, terrorism and politi-
cal crisis for Muslims), the microportraits provide a more
detailed and specific insight into how groups are portrayed.
Evaluation of the tool and methodology are currently on-
going. We carried out validation checks that indicate solid
performance and the patterns that emerge from the micro-
portraits can be explained by observations from the data.
Though this is promising, validations checks are merely in-
dicative and solid evaluation is needed. The creation of a
gold-standard evaluation set is ongoing. Nevertheless, we
believe that the preliminary outcome of our use case clearly
illustrates the potential use of microportraits. As such, the
main contribution of this paper is the introduction of this
new NLP task that is of high interest for researchers in the
social sciences wanting to investigate stereotyping.
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